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natural abundance is only 1.1%. Thus, only about 1 of every 100

carbons in organic sample is observed by NMR.

The problem of low abundance has been overcome by:

1. The use of signal averaging. (increases instrument sensitivity) 

2. Fourier-transform NMR (FT-NMR) (increases instrument speed)





1
H and 

13
C do split each other the same (n+1) rule is used so: 

 Signals due to methyl groups become quartets - coupled to 3

hydrogens.
 methylene groups become triplets - coupled to 2 hydrogens.

 methine groups become doublets - coupled to 1 hydrogen.
 quaternary or carbonyl carbons remain singlets.

this splitting can b eliminated by adjusting the 

instrument.

• The technique of removing the coupling of 1H to an

attached carbon is called broadband (BB) proton

decoupling.

• Most 13C NMR, therefore, consist of a single peak for

each unique carbon



Can we observe 
13

C nuclei independent of 
1
H nuclei? 

Yes, because 13C nuclei absorb at a different frequency than 1H nuclei. 

Simply use a different Rf generator tuned to a different frequency 



13C CHEMICAL SHIFTS

• Just as in 1H NMR spectroscopy, chemical shifts in

13C NMR depend on the electron density around

the carbon nucleus

• Decreased electron density causes the signal to

move downfield (deshielding)

• Increased electron density causes the signal to

move up field (shielding)

• Because of the wide range of chemical shifts, it is

rare to have two13C peaks coincidentally overlap



Some of the principal aspects of C NMR to consider that differ from 

H NMR are as follows: 

 



• Factors determined the chemical shifts in13C-NMR:

1. Carbons chemical shift is effected by the electronegativity of 

nearby atoms. 

2. Sp3-hybridized carbons generally absorbed from 0 to 90 δ, 

while sp2  carbons absorbed from 110 to 220. 

3. Carbonyl carbons (C=O) are particularly distinct in 13C NMR and 

always found at the low field end of the spectrum, from 160 to 

180. 






